






of the Town of
Canaan, New Hampshire
Umversit^^e^Hampshir?
© Margo Taussig Pinkerton
IN HONOR OF GILBERT DOWNING
FOR HIS 53 YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE CANAAN FIRE DEPARTMENT
We the Townspeople of Canaan take this opportunity to thank
"Gibby" for his service to the canununity. As Chief of the
Canaan Fire Department he has seen a new era In fire fighting
come to existence. With his support a guidance a new station
has been built and the department will move on to become a
bigger and better department. We all owe a debt of gratitude
for a man as dedicated to the community as Chief Gilbert
Downing.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Grafton, s.s. Town of Canaan
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Canaan, New Hampshire who
are qualified to vote in Town affairs.
You are hereby notified that the annual town meeting of the
Town of Canaan, New Hampshire will be held at the Canaan
Elementary School on Tuesday, March 8, 1988 at 10:00 A.M. to act
upon the following articles:
ARTICLE 1: To vote by non partisan ballot for the following
town officers:
One Selectman to serve for a term of three years.
One Moderator to serve for a terra of two years.
One Treasurer to serve for a term of one year.
One Town Clerk to serve for a term of three years.
One Tax Collector to serve for a term of three years.
One Road Agent to serve for a terra of one year.
One Cemetery Agent to serve for a term of one year.
Two members of the Planning Board to serve for a terra of three
years each.
One member of the Planning Board to serve for a term of two
years. Three raerabers of the Budget Comraittee to serve for a
term of three years each.
Two Library Trustees to serve for a terra of three years each.
One Supervisor of the Checklist to serve for a terra of- six
years. One Trustee of the Trust Funds and to serve for a term
of three years.
One overseer of Public Welfare to serve for a terra of one year.
And any other Town Officers that may be required by law.
ARTICLE 2: (By Petition) do you favor adoption of the Town
Manager plan as provided in Chapter 37 of the
Revised Statutes Annotated?
Polls will be opened for voting by ballot for the Election of
Town Officers at the Canaan Elementary School on Tuesday, March
8, 1988 at 10:00 A.M. and will close at 6:30 P.M. unless the
Town votes to keep the polls open to a later hour.
At the close of the polls, the raeeting will be adjourned until
1:00 P.M. on Saturday, March 12, 1988 at the Canaan Elementary
School at which time the following business will be transacted.
To vote on Articles Three through Twenty.
ARTICLE 3: To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors,
Committees, or any other Officers and to pass any
vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sura of S3, 700, 000 for the purpose
of constructing sewerage and sewage treatment
facilities which are requirements contained lii
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as
amended (33 U. S. C. 1251 et seq.) and will qualify
the town for Federal Funds, such sum to be raised
by the issuance of Serial Bonds or Notes not to
exceed SI, 400, 000 under and in compliance with
the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (NH
R. S. A. 33. 1 et seq. , as amended) and to
authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate
such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of
interest thereon, and to take such other actions
as may be necessary to effect the issuance,
negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or
notes as shall be in the best interests of the
Town of Canaan, and to allow the Selectmen to
expend such monies as become available from the
Federal Government under the Financial Assistance
program of the Construction Grants section of the
Federal Government under the Financial Assistance
program of the Construction Grants Section of the
Federal Water Pollution Control act. , as amended
(33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq. ) and pass any vote
relating thereto. (Budget Committee - Recommends)
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town of Canaan will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of S6,000 for the
purchase of a Computer System for the Selectmen'
s
Office for the purpose of upgrading all Tax
Information, Appraisals, Water and Sewerage
bills. This includes S4,000 for the hardware,
and $2,000 for the software. (Budget Committee -
Recommends)
ARTICLE 6: To see if the voters of the Town of Canaan will
vote to raise and appropriate the sura of $>3 , 139
for the purpose of upgrading the Fire
Department's breathing apparatus to meet NFPA
1500. The cost includes purchasing 3 new units
to replace 3 which are not repairable, and
upgrading 5 units. (Budget Committee -
Recommends)
ARTICLE 7: To see if the voters of the Town of Canaan will
vote to raise and appropriate S85,530 for a Fire
Truck and authorize withdrawal of the sura from
Capital Reserve. Any surplus funds are to be
returned to the Fund. (Budget Committee -
Recommends)
ARTICLE 8: (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to
accept a 1974 Chevrolet equipment van now owned
by the Canaan Fire Fighters Association pursuant
to the petition of ten (10) or more registered
voters of the Town of Canaan. (Budget Committee -
Recommends)
ARTICLE 9: To see if the voters of the Town of Canaan will
vote to raise and appropriate S12,853 for a
Police Cruiser, and authorize withdrawal of the
sum from Capital Reserve. Any surplus funds are
to be returned to the Fund. (Budget Committee -
Recomjiiends)
ARTICLE 10: <By Petition) To see if the Town of Canaan will
vote to hire a second full-time patrol officer to
bring the Canaan Police Department to a staff of
3 full-time positions. And to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,850 for the salary,
purchase of uniforms and equipment for this
position. The officer will be hired effective
July 1, 1988 and the balance of the salary will
be taken from the part-time officer line i«tem
already in the police budget.
Officer's Salary for 6 months $9,000.00
Weapon 400. 00
Uniforms & Equipment 950. 00
TOTAL S10,350.00
Taken from part-time salary 8, 50 0. 00
Amount to raise & appropriate SI, 850. 00
(Budget Committee - Recommends)
ARTICLE 11: "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 80:58-86
for a real estate tax lien procedure? -These
statutes provide that tax sales to private
individuals for nonpayment of property taxes on
real estate are replaced with a real estate tax
lien procedure under which only a Municipality or
County where the property is located or the State
may acquire a tax lien against land and buildings
for unpaid taxes."
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
full discretion to dispose of tax deeded property
to the best Interest of the Town.
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to apply for, accept, and expend,
without further action by Town Meeting, Money
from the State, Federal or other governmental
units or a private source which may become
available during the ensuing year, provided that
such expenditure be made for purposes for which a
Town may appropriate money that such expenditures
not require expenditure of other Town funds.
Further, that the Selectmen hold a public hearing
prior to accepting and spending the money. R. S. A.
31: 95-b.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town of Canaan will authorize the
Selectmen to accept private donations of land,
interest in land, or money to be deposited into
the conservation fund for the purposes of
contributing to the local matching portion
required for acquiring conservation land or
interest in land and other costs associated
therewith for permanent conservation use under
the NH Land Conservation Investment Program
(LCIP) RSA 221-A, and authorize the Selectmen to
apply for and accept the Sate matching funds
under the LCIP for the purposes of acquisition of
the fee or lesser interest in conservation land.
Said appropriated or donated funds and State
matching funds may be expended by majority vote
of the Conservation Comjnlssion.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of SI, 120,289 to defray town
charges during the ensuing year as submitted by
the Budget Committee and that this represents the
total amount voted including money raised in
preceding special articles.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow such suras of money in
anticipation of taxes as may be needed to meet
the necessary running expenses of the Town.
ARTICLE 17: To see if the town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to accept gifts in the name of the Town
of Canaan.
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to authorize- the
Board of Selectmen to acquire by purchase or
otherwise, and/or take by eminent domain such
parcels of land, easements, and/or rights-of-way
as may be necessary in connection with the
development of Municipal Sewerage Facilities in
the Town of Canaan, and to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to retain such professional services
for legal and technical purposes as may be
required to facilitate said acquisitions and/or
takings.
ARTICLE 19: The following regulations shall apply to all
lands designated as special flood hazard areas by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency in its
"Flood Insurance Study for the Town of Canaan
N.H." together with the associated Flood
Insurance Rate Maps and Flood Boundary and
Floodway maps of the Town of Canaan dated March
12, 1988 which are declared to be a part of this
Ordinance
.
Xtem I . Definition of Terms :
"Area of Shallow flooding" means a designated AO
of AH zone on a community' s Flood Insurance Rate
Map (FIRM) with a one percent or greater annual
chance of flooding to an average depth of one to
three feet where a clearly defined channel does
not exist, where the path of flooding is
unpredictable and where velocity flow may be
evident. Such flooding is characterized by
ponding or sheet flow.
"Area of Special Flood Hazard" is the land in the
flood plain within a community subject to a one
percent or greater chance of flooding in any
given year. The area may be designated as Zone A
on the GHBM. After detailed ratemaking has been
completed in preparation for publication of the
FIRM, Zone A usually is refined into Zones A, AO,
AH, Al-30, AE, or A99.
"Base Flood" means the flood hiving a one percent
chance of being equalled or exceeded in any given
year.
"Basement" means any area of the building having




"Development" means any man-made change to
improved or unimproved real estate, including but
not limited to buildings or other structures,
mining, dredging. filling, grading, paving,
excavation or drilling operations.
"Flood Boundary and Floodway Map" (FLOODWAY) is
an official map of the community, on whicti the
Federal Emergency Management Agency has
delineated the "Regulatory Floodway". This map
should not be used to determine the correct flood
hazard zone or base flood elevation, the Flood
Insurance Rate Map <FIRM) will be used to make
determinations of flood hazard zones and base
flood elevations.
"Flood Elevation Study" means an examination
evaluation and determination of flood hazards
and, if appropriate, corresponding water surface
elevations, or an examination, evaluation and
determination of mudslide (i.e., mudflow) and/or
flood-related erosion hazards.
"Flood Hazard Boundary Map" FHBM) means an
official map of a community, issued by the
Federal Emergency Management Agency, where the
boundaries of the flood, mudslide (i.e., mudflow)
related erosion areas having special hazards have
been designated as Zone A.
"Flood Insurance Rate map" (FIRM) means an
official map of a coimnunity, on which the Federal
Emergency Management Agency has delineated both
the special hazard areas and the risk premium
zones applicable to the community.
"Flood Insurance Study" see "flood elevation
study.
"
"Flood Plain" or "flood-prone area" means any
land areas susceptible to being inundated by
water from any source.
"Flood Proofing" means any combination of
structural and non-structural additions, changes,
or adjustments to structures which reduce or
eliminate flood damage to real estate or Improved
real property, water and sanitary facilities,
structures and their contents.
"Floodway"—see "Regulatory Floodway."
"Highest Adjacent Grade" means the highest
natural elevation of the ground surface prior to
construction next to the proposed walls of a
structure
.
"Lowest Floor" means the lowest floor of the
lowest enclosed area (including basement). An
unfinished or flood resistant enclosure, usable
solely for parking of vehicles, building access
or storage in an area other than a basement area
is not considered a building's lowest floor:
Provided, that such enclosure in not built so as
to render the structure in violation of the
applicable non-elevation design requirements of
the ordinance.
"Mean Sea Level" means, for purposes of the
National Flood Insurance Program, the National
Geodetic Vertical Datura (NGVD) of 1929 or other
datum, to which base flood elevations shown on a
community's flood Insurance Rate Map are
referenced.
"Manufactured Home" means a structure,
transportable in one or more sections, which is
built on a permanent chassis and is designed for
use with or without a permanent foundation when
connected to re required utilities. For flood
plain management purposes the term "manufactured
home" also includes park trailers, travel
trailers, and other similar vehicles placed on a
site for greater than 180 consecutive days. For
insurance purposes the term "manufactured home"
does not include park trailers, travel trailers,
and other similar vehicles.
"Manufactured Home Park or Subdivision" means a
parcel (or contiguous parcels) of land divided
into two or more manufactured home lots for rent
of sale.
"100-Year Flood" see "Base Flood."
"Regulatory Floodway" means the channel of a
river or other watercourse and the adjacent land
areas that must be reserved in order to discharge
the base flood without cumulatively increasing
the water surface elevation more than one foot at
any point. These areas are designated as
floodways on the Flood Boundary and Floodway
Maps.
"Riverine" means relating to, formed by, or
resembling a river (including tributaries),
stream, brook, etc.
"Special Flood Hazard Area" means an area having
special flood, mudslide (i.e., mudflow) and/or
flood-related erosion hazards, and shown on an
FHBM or FIRM as Zone A, AO, Al-30, AE, A99, and
AH. (See Area of Special Flood Hazard)
"Structure" means for floodplain management
purposes, a walled and roofed building, including
a gas or liquid storage tank, that is principally
above ground, as well as a manufactured home.
"Start of Construction" includes substantial
improvement, and means the date the building
permit was issued, provided the actual start of
construction, repair, reconstruction, placement,
or other Improvement was within 180 days of the
permit date. The actual start means either the




structure on a site, such as the pouring of slab
or footings, the Installation of piles, the
construction of columns, or any work beyond the
stage of excavation; or the placement of a
manufactured home nn a foundation. Permanent
construction does not include land preparation,
such as clearing, grading and filling; nor does
it include the installation of streets and/or
walkways; or does it include excavation for a
basement, footings, piers, or foundations or the
erection of temporary forms; nor does it include
the installation on the property of accessory
buildings, such as garages or sheds not occupied
as dwelling units or not part of the main
structure
.
"Substantial Improvement" means any combination
or repairs, reconstruction, alteration, or
improvements to a structure in which the
cumulative cost equals or exceeds fifty percent
of the market value of the structure. The market
value of the structure should be (1) the
appraised value of the structure prior to the
start of the initial repair or improvement, or
(2) in the case of damage, the value of the
structure prior to the damage occurring. For the
purposes of this definition, "substantial
improvement" is considered to occur when the
first alteration of any wall, ceiling, floor, or
other structural part of the building commences,
whether or not that alteration affects the
external dimensions of the structure. The term
does not, however, include any project for
improvement of a structure required to comply
with existing health, sanitary, or safety code
specifications which are solely necessary to
assure safe living conditions or any alteration
of a structure listed on the National Register of
Historic Places.
"Water Surface Elevation" means the height, in
relation to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum
(NGVD) of 1929, (or other datum, where specified)
of floods of various magnitudes and frequencies
in the flood plains of coastal or riverine areas.
All proposed development in any special flood
hazard areas shall require a permit.
The Building Inspector shall review all building
permit applications for new construction or
substantial improvements to determine whether
proposed building sites will be reasonably safe
from flooding. If a proposed building site is in
a flood-prone area, all new construction and
substantial improvements shall (i) be designed
(or modified) and adequately anchored to prevent






structure resulting from hydrodynamlc and
hydrostatic loads, Including the effect of
buoyancy, (ii) be constructed with materials
resistant to flood damage, (iii) be constructed
by methods and practices that minimize flood
damages, and <iv) be constructed with electrical,
heating, ventilation, plumbing, and air
conditioning equipment and other service
facilities that are designed and/or located so as
to prevent water from entering or accumulating
within the components during conditions of
f looding.
Where new and replacement water and sewer systems
(including on-site systems) are proposed in
floodprone areas the applicant shall provide the
Building Inspector with assurance that new and
replacement sanitary sewage systems will be
designed to minimize or eliminate infiltration of
flood waters into the systems and discharges from
the systems into flood waters, and on-site waste
disposal systems will be located to avoid
Impairment to them or contamination from them
during periods of flooding.
The Building Inspector shall maintain for public
inspection, and furnish upon request, any
certification of flood-proofing and the as built
elevation (in relation to mean sea level) of the
lowest floor (including basement) of all new or
substantially improved structures, and include
whether or not such structures contain a
basement. If the structure has been
f loodproof ed, the as built elevation (in relation
to mean sea level) to which the structure was
f loodproof ed. This information must be furnished
by the applicant.
The Building Inspector shall review proposed
developments to assure that all necessary permits
have been received from those governmental
agencies from which approval is required by
Federal or State law, including Section 404 of
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
Amendments of 1972, 33 U. S. C. 1334. It shall be
the responsibility of the applicant to certify
these assurances to the Building Inspector.
In riverine situations, prior to the alteration
or relocation of a watercourse, the applicant for
such authorization shall notify the Wetlands
Board of the New Hampshire Environmental Services
Department and submit copies of such notification
to the Building Inspector. Further, the applicant
shall be required to submit copies of said
notification to those adjacent communities as
determined by the Building Inspector.
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Within the altered or relocated portion of any
watercourse, the applicant shall submit to the
Building Inspector, certification provided by a
registered professional engineer assuring that
the flood carrying capacity of the watercourse
has been maintained.
Along watercourses that have a designated
Regulatory Floodway no encroachments, including
fill, new construction, substantial improvements,
and other development are allowed within the
designated Regulatory Floodway that would result
in any Increase in flood levels within the
community during the base flood discharge. In
Zone A the Building Inspector shall obtain,
review, and reasonably utilize any floodway data
available from a Federal, State, or other source
as criteria for requiring that development meet
the floodway requirements of this section.
Along watercourses that have not had a regulatory
floodway designated, no new construction,
substantial improvements or other development
(including fill) shall be permitted within Zones
Al-30 on the FIRM, unless it is demonstrated that
the cumulative effect of the proposed
development, when combined with all other
existing and anticipated development, will not
increase the water surface elevation of the base
flood more than one foot at any point within the
community.
Item VIII.
1. In special flood hazard areas the Building
Inspector shall determine the 100 year flood
elevation in the following order of precedence
according to the data available:
a. In Zones Al-30, and AH, refer to the
elevation provided in the communities Flood
Insurance Study and accompanying FIRM or
FHBM.
b. In unnumbered A zones the Building Inspector
shall obtain, review, and reasonable utilize
any 100 year flood elevation data available
from Federal, State, development proposals
submitted to the community (example sub-
divisions, site approvals, etc. ) or other
source.
c. In Zone AO to 100 year flood elevation is
determined by adding the elevation of the
highest adjacent grade to the depth number
specified on the FIRM or if no depth number
is specified on the FIRM at least two feet.
2. The Building Inspector's 100 year flood elevation
determination will be used as criteria for
requiring in Zones Al-30, AE, AH, AO and A that:
a. all new construction and substantial
improvements of residential structures have
13
the lowest floor (including basement)
elevated to or above the 100 year flood
level
;
b. that all new construction and substantial
linproveinents of non-residentail structures
have the lowest floor (Including basement)
elevated to a or above the 100 year flood
level; or together with attendant utility
and sanitary facilities, shall:
(i) be floodproofed so that below the
100 year flood elevation the
structure is watertight with walls
substantially impermeable to the
passage of water;
(ii) have structural components capable of
resisting hydrostatic and
hydrodynamlc loads and the effects of
buoyancy; and
(iii) be certified by a registered
professional engineer of architect
that the design and methods of
construction are in accordance with
accepted standards of practice for
meeting the provisions of this
section;
c. all manufactured homes to be placed or
substantially improved within special flood
hazard areas shall be elevated on a
permanent foundation such that the lowest
floor of the manufactured home is at or
above the base flood level; and be securely
anchored to resist flotation, collapse, or
lateral movement. Methods of anchoring may
include, but are not limited to, use of
over-the-top or frame ties to ground
anchors. This requirement is in addition to
applicable state and local anchoring
requirements for resisting wind forces;
d. for all new construction and substantial
improvements, fully enclosed areas below the
lowest floor that are subject to flooding
are permitted providing the enclosed areas
meet the following requirements: (1) the
enclosed area is unfinished or flood
resistant, usable solely for parking of
vehicles, building access or storage; (2)
the area is not a basement; (3) shall be
designed to automatically equalize
hydrostatic flood forces on exterior walls
by allowing for the entry and exit of
floodwaters. Designs for meeting this
requirement must either be certified by a
registered professional engineer or
architect or must meet or exceed the
following minimum criteria: A minimum of two
openings having a total net area of not less
than one square inch for every square foot
of enclosed area subject to flooding shall
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be provided. the bottom of all openings
shall be no higher than one foot above
grade. Openings may be equipped with
screens, louvers, or other coverings or
devices provided that they permit the
automatic entry and exit of floodwaters;
e. proposed structures to be located on slopes
In Special Flood Hazard Areas, Zones AH and
Ad, shall include adequate drainage paths to
guide flood waters around and away from the
proposed structures.
ARTICLE 20: to transact any other business that may be
legally brought before this Town Meeting.





NOTICE OF PROCESSING ABSENTEE BALLOTS
Absentee ballots will be processed commencing at 3:00 P.M.
on March 8, 1988 at the Canaan Elementary School Gymnasium.
Moderator Wilton Wilson,
CEMETERY REPORT
CEMETERY AGENT REPORT - 198 7
I'm sure all of you are aware of the cemeteries you pass in
your normal travel, or where your family members are buried, but
did you know, Canaan has ten cemeteries, some in remote locations,
and it is the town's responsibility to provide equal care to all
of them. We appreciate the West Canaan 4-H Club members who main-
tain the Schofield Cemetery as a group project. Besides the
normal mowing, your agent cleared the lower bank on Wells Cemetery
removing many years accumulation of pine needles. There are
other projects to be done, but town budget restraints restrict
them.
The growth in our area was reflected by a 50% increase in
the number of burials over the last year. At this time, there is
a concern about the number of lots available. The Trustees are
currently petitioning the Superior Court to free up the unexpended
income in the Trust funds. If this petition is granted by the
Court, it is their desire to purchase additional land. This
money could also be used for general improvement projects.
The expenditures on the cemeteries are reflected in the de-
tailed statement of payments. Most of the expense is reimbursed
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
Town Officers' Salaries
Mary D. Hathorn, Chm. $ 1,500.00
Daniel B. Ware, Selectman 1,500.00
Edward Labrie, Selectman 1,500.00
Emily J. Heuss, Town Clerk 12,000.00
Edward Lary, Treasurer 3,000.00
Emily J. Heuss, Tax Collector 4,200.00
Charles S. Adams, Welfare Director 1,600.00
Jacqueline Lary, Treas. of Trustees 500.00
Mark Halloran, Consultant 140.00
Marion Gould, Administrative Ass't. 3,617.82
Marion Gould, Secretary 15,638.53
Priscilla Baravalle, Secretary 340.00
Marlene Coffin, Secretary 3,865.25
Ellen Rocke, Secretary 3,299.00
Janet Shortman, Secretary 1,307.25
Joan Benham, Deputy Town Clerk (resigned) 65.25











Administrative assistant's expenses 169.80
Town reports 1,775.00
Treasurer's mileage 106.00
Tax Collector's expenses 445.75
Accounting 6,319.12
Town Clerk's expenses 304.30
Town Clk/Tax Coll. materials & supplies 1,430.99
Recording files 1,149.22
$21,143.73
Election and Registration Expenses
Supervisors and ballot clerks salaries $ 225.00
































































Jonathan E. Putnam, Chief
Kevin Copp, Patrolman











Radio and radar repair
Outside overtime
Personal vehicle use










































































International 1800 (Truck #5)
International 1910A (Truck #3)
International 4x4 (Truck #2)






New International dump truck (Truck



























Robert Sullivan, Road Agent
Allen Lary, Road Agent (resigned)
Theodore F. Aiken























Summer sand and gravel
Winter labor
Salt



















Crusher - recycling service
Health
Canaan F.A.S.T. Squad











































































































For The Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1987
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from offical records and is complete to the best
of our knowledge and belief.
RECEIPTS
TAXES - ALL FUNDS:
Property taxes - current year $1,404,102
Resident taxes - current year 15,310
Yield taxes - current year 9,711
Property & yield taxes - previous 326,822
Resident taxes - previous years 1,230
Land use change tax 14,730
Interest & penalties on taxes 8,942
Tax sales redeemed 125,836
Motor vehicle permit fees 164 , 521
LICENSES AND PERMITS:
Dog licenses $ 1,996
Business licenses, permits & fees 416
All other licenses, permits & fees 6,242
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - FEDERAL:
Revenue sharing grants & interest $ 24,172
All other federal grants CDBG 57 ,852





Water supply system charges
Sale of cemetery lots
Other sales and service charges
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES:






TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES








































Capital outlay items 39,839
Contingency fund 480
PUBLIC SAFETY:
Police department $ 79,983
Portable radio 896
Fire station renovation to
police station 2,846
Fire department 21,284
Fire station completion 7,518
Civil defense 100
Building inspection 1,501
HIGHWAYS , STREETS , BRIDGES
:
Town maintenance $ 88,630
General highway department 114,660
Purchase of equipment 53,343
Street lighting 8,458
SANITATION:
Solid waste disposal $ 59,165
HEALTH
:
Canaan F.A.S.T. Squad $ 16,500




General assistance $ 7,090
CULTURE AND RECREATION:
Library $ 15,962
Parks and recreation 7,882




Tax anticipation notes - interest $ 35,082
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT:
Payments to capital reserve funds:





Other operating transfers 5,135
UTILITIES:
Municipal water utility $ 17,502
Water improvement project 42,867
Wastewater project 27,059
MISCELLANEOUS:





Payments - tax anticipation notes $1,300,000
Taxes bought by town 118,658
Refunds 9,633
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS:
To State - dog & marriage licenses 278
Taxes paid to Grafton County 99,659
Taxes paid to school district 1, 60 7,874
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES $4,073,122
Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1987 2 09,732
GRAND TOTAL $4,T8 2,B54
Bonds and long term notes authorized - unissued
Municipal Sewerage System Project $ 300,000
Canaan Village Water Improvements 400,000
Schedule of long term indebtedness $ 31,815
Debt outstanding, issued and retired
Water utility - outstanding Jan. 1, 1987 33,994
retired 2,179
Outstanding December 31, 1987 $ 31,815
BALANCE SHEET
Assets
All funds in custody of treasurer $ 208,350




ACCOUNTS DUE THE TOWN:
Accounts due the town $ 1,138
Due from Capital Projects Fund 29,238
UNREDEEMED TAXES :
Levy of 1986 $ 64,095
Levy of 1985 31,480





Levy of 1987 $ 827,091
Levy of 1986 1,537




Accounts payable $ 22,030
Unexpended balances of special approp. 79,853
Fire Department liemorial Fund -1,382
Perform.ence guarantee (bond) deposit 4,176
Reserve for estimated uncollect taxes 8,377
School district tax payable 934,515
Due to other funds 3,733
TOTAL LIABILITIES $1,054,066
Fund balance - Current surplus 118 , 1'4
GRAND TOTAL ^T,'l 7 2,240'
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATION
TAKES ASSESSED FOR THE TAX YEAR 1987
PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATIONS
GENERAL GOVERNARENT:
1. Town officers' salaries 70650.00
2. Town officers' expenses 23450.00
3. Election and Registration expenses 900.00
4. Cemeteries 11875.00
5. General Governnent Buildings 22700.00
6. Reappraisal of properly 10000.00
7. Planning and Zoning 2940.00
e. Legal E;<penses £150.00
9. Advertising and Regional Association 9131.00
10. Contingency Fund 1000.00
PUBLIC SAFETY
11. Police Department 75235.00
12. Fire Oepartrient 26150.00
13. Civil Defense 100.00
14. Building Inspection 1650.00
15. Fire yardens 300.00
16. Budget Coffiwittee 80.00
17. Dispatch Service 18043.00
HICHyAYS, STREET, BRIDGES
Town Maintenance 85780.00





Highway Block grant 84194.00
Sidewalks 3000.00






Damage by Dogs 300.00













38. Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes 70000.00
33. FHHA Water Loan 31500.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Old Meeting House 16000.00
Fireproof File Cabinet 900.00
Portable Radion (Police Deptpartruent) 950.00
Hist, fiuseurii Repairs i Renovations 3000.00
Portable Radio (Highway Department) 502.00
Stsas Cleaner 3155.00
Fire Station Renovations 1.5000.00
Tractor Snowblower 3466.00
Land Acquisition and Easeraents 10000.00
Fire Station Completion 7-500.00
Sewer Design 300000.00
Chipper for'Hiohway Oept. (ART. 4) 11500.00
Bunker Pants for Fire Oept (ART. 5) 3861.00
Land Acquisition (ART. 8) 25000.00
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT




Re-evaluation Fund (ART. 7)
MISCELLANEOUS
Municipal Uater Oepartiient







SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
1. VALUE OF LAND ONLY
A. Current Use $ 514,319
B. Residential 11,987,943
C. Commercial/Industrial 368 ,800
D. Total of Taxable Land $12,871,062
2. Value of Buildings Only
A. Residential 22,418,930
B. Manufactured Housing 1,057,150
C. Commercial/Industrial 1,365,571
D. Total of Taxable Buildings $24,841,651
3. Public Water Utility (Privately owned water co
.
serving public) RSA 72:11
4. Public Utilities — Electric
—
740 ,582
5. VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS $38,453,295
6. Elderly Exemption 565,700
7. Solar /Windpower Exemption 600
8. School Din. /Dormitory/Kitchen Exemption 498 , 350
9. Total Dollar Amount of Exemptions 1,064.650
Net Valuation on which the Tax Rate is computed $37,388,645
TAXES ASSESSED AND TAX RATE
Net Assessed Valuation $37,388,645
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Town Property Taxes Assessed $2,242,945
Less: War Service Credits 11 , 300
Net Property Tax Committment $2,231,645
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT — 1987
The year 1987 was a progressive year for the Town of Canaan.
We have tried in vain to hire an Administrative Assistant,
but still have managed to accomplish many things without that
position being filled.
We are pleased to announce that we will have the use of our
current Solid Waste Transfer site and Stump Dump for at least one
more year. With the help of Bob McNeil, we have averted having to
separate solid waste and we are looking for a long term solution
to that problem.
The Senior Center has been completed and is in full operation.
With the advent of the Waste Water Project, the use will be aug-
mented to accommodate a wide range of uses.
The Water Project along with the Waste Water Project, is
scheduled to start construction in September of 1988 and will be
completed by June of 1989.
The new Fire Station has been completed and is in operation
while the old Fire Station has been converted into the new Police
Station.
We have tried to lay the ground in 1987 for long range plans
that will serve the Town well in years to come, and continue to
develop plans for road improvements that can be taken a step at
a time to improve those roads that are in need of rehabilitation
while preserving those roads that can be saved without major
overhaul
.
To date, we have had twelve applicants for the position of
Administrative Assistant and have interviewed five. We have
offered the position to three applicants without success. We will
continue the search to find a suitable person to fill the position
of Administrative Assistant.
We would like to thank Mary Hathorn for her many years of ser-
vice to the community. She has provided us with knowledge that









FINANCIAL REPORT OF LIBRARY TRUSTEES — 1987
RECEIPTS ;
Balance on Hand December 31, 1986 $ 1,392.60
Town Appropriation 7,559.00
















Professional Journals and Dues 514.44
New Equipment 377 . 15
Total Disbursements: $10,298.39




ROAD AGENT'S REPORT — 1987
This year saw the repairing of Back Bay Road, Graceville
Road, Bruce Road and sections of Jones Hill and Blackwater Road.
We sustained severe damage to several roads due to Spring
rain and floods. We lost Haines Brook culvert on South Road,
and also large parts of Cider Mill Road, Potatoe Road, and South
Road (asphalt)
.
Having taken over the Road Agent's job in late September, we
lowered several culverts on Goose Pond Road, replaced many more
on other roads, and finished repairs on Potatoe Road and South
Road (Flood damage). We replanked Goose Pond bridge, Potatoe
Road Bridge, Lary Road bridge.
Due to a very wet Fall, we had difficulty grading dirt roads
and keeping them from potholing, due to increased traffic and
speed on these roads. The hot top roads are seeing increasingly
heavy loads and traffic and are not faring well.
We ask your patience and understanding this coming summer,





UPPER VALLEY-LAKE SUNAPEE COUNCIL
The Upper Valley-Lake Sunapee Council is a public, non-pro-
fit voluntary association of towns and cities in the Upper Valley
areas. Our thirty-one (31) communities are in two states and
five counties.
The Council consists of a Board of Directors and a profes-
sional staff. Each town or city annually appropriates funds for
the Council's operation and sends two or three representatives to
participate on the Board of Directors. The Board elects officers,
adopts, the annual work program and budget, and develops policies
and positions on issues that are important to our communities.
The Upper Valley-Lake Sunapee Council is the official organ-
ization that brings towns and cities within our region together.
By bonding together and pooling their resources, local governments
have a highly trained, professional staff available to them for
a wide variety of services. Areas of expertise include land use
planning, master planning, economic and community development,
water quality management, transportation, landscape architecture,
housing, capital budgeting, historic preservation, downtown re-
vitalization, solid waste planning, recreation and fiscal and en-
vironmental impact analysis. The Council also serves as a col-
lective voice for these towns and cities in dealings with state
and federal governments, thereby protecting and furthering the
needs and interests of our communities.
Your support enables the Council to undertake comprehensive
regional planning and to carry out various projects and programs
of regional benefit. Over the past year, we the Council:
o Prepared an updated Regional Plan
o Updated our Economic Profile , the primary source of economic
and demographic data for our region
o Maintained our regional data base, including our role as a
regional data center for the US Census
o Coordinated the efforts of and provided administrative as-
sistance to the Upper Valley Solid Waste Management District
o Sponsored and helped organize the Upper Valley Household
Hazardous Waste Collection Program
o Initiated efforts and successfully applied for start-up fund-
ing for a computer assisted mapping program
o Continued the regional historic preservation program
o Sponsored informational meetings on Water Resources Manage-
ment Plans mandated for inclusion in local master plans
under NH Chapter 167
o Provided an Economic Development Agent for Sullivan County
to help retain and expand employment opportunities in the
area
o Testified on several bills before the legislature, on Vermont
Act 250 proposals and on state highway plans, distributed
summaries of new and amended legislation and sponsored the
NH Municipal Law Lecture Series
o Coordinated local municipalities, state agencies and private
consultants as part of the Upper Valley Transportation
Study
o Provided technical assistance to Advance Transit and County
Coach
o Participated in a proposal to conduct a long range planning
study of Route 11-103 corridor in Sullivan County
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o Helped numerous communities and Sullivan County seek state
and federal grant funds by providing technical assistance,
and prepared successful grant applications bringing more
than $1.1 million to the region
o Sponsored an informational meeting on the Champlain Pipeline
on behalf of our Sullivan County communities which will be
effected
o Worked closely with the Upper Valley Community Land Trust,
Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests, and
Connecticut River Watershed Council to protect open space
and conservation lands.
The Council also provides specific services to cities and
towns in the region. As requested by communities, the Council
conducted a large number of impact studies concerning proposed
developments, prepared amendments to local subdivision, zoning,
site plan review, and earth excavation regulations and provided
mapping, drafting and other technical assistance.
Over the past year the Council has assisted the Canaan Plan-
ning Board in completing the Town Master Plan and provided on-
going assistance relating to the Village Water System Improvement
Project, funded by CDBG and Farmers Home Administration grants
and loans secured by UVLSC two years ago.
LIBRARIAN'S REPORT — 1987
Volumes on hand, January 1, 1987 23,074
Volumes added 902
Volumes discarded
Volumes on hand, January 1, 1988
Records on hand, January 1, 1987
Records added
Records discarded
Records on hand, January 1, 1988 377
Active cards 535
Circulation ;
Fiction Non-Fiction Juvenile Magazines Records Total
6812 1665 8074 453 333 17,377






GRAFTON COUNTY SENIOR CITIZENS COUNCIL, INC.
October 1, 1986 — September 30, 1987
Number of Senior Canaan residents served 194 (of 303 over 60;
1980 Census)
Number of Canaan Volunteers 37; Number of Volunteer Hours 847
(1)
Unit of Units of Unit Total Cost
Services Service Service x Cost = of Service
Center Meals
GRAFTON COUNTY SENIOR CITIZENS COUNCIL, INC.
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council provides services to
older residents of Canaan through Mascoma Area Senior Services,
recently relocated to Indian River Grange Hall on Main Street.
These services include home delivered meals, a senior dining room
program, limited transportation, health and nutrition education,
information and referral, as well as opportunities for older
individuals to be of service to their communities through volun-
teering .
Any Canaan resident over the age of 60, or member of his/her
family, is eligible to use the services of GCSCC . Handicapped
individuals under the age of 60 may also be served through these
programs. Although there are no charges for the services, the
agency does request contributions toward the cost of services.
During 1987, over 4,600 older individuals were served
through all of GCSCC ' s programs. Some 194 of these were Canaan
residents. These individuals enjoyed 2,608 dinners at Mascoma
Area Senior Center; received 12,926 hot meals delivered to their
homes; and used transportation services on 432 occasions to
travel to medical appointments, to grocery stores, to do personal
errands or to the Senior Dining Room. Thirty-seven Canaan volun-
teers contributed 847 hours of time, energy and talent to sup-
port the operation of the agency's services. Services for Canaan
residents were provided at a cost to the agency of $58,710, and
were instrumental in supporting many of these individuals as
they attempt to remain in their own homes and out of institution-
al care despite physical frailties.
We are particularly proud of the new Mascoma Area Senior
Center, in the renovated Indian River Grange Hall. With a dining
room and kitchen on the first floor and with offices and activity
space on the second floor, this handicapped accessible building
should become a resource for community members of all ages. The
completion of this project is a tribute to the ability of many
members of the Canaan community to work together toward a com-
mon goal which will benefit the entire community.
Working closely with other agencies providing services to
older people in the community, our goals for the coming year
include an enhanced community education effort to assist older
Canaan residents and their families in taking advantage of avail-
able programs and services which will improve the quality of
their lives.
Through the years, GCSCC has very much appreciated the
support of the Canaan community for services which enhance the
independence of older residents of Canaan.
Sincerely,
Carol W. Dustin, ACSW
Executive Director
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND
STATE FOREST RANGER
Between July 1986 and June 1987, we experienced fewer fires
than normal. The three leading causes of forest fires were again
children, fire kindled without written permission of a Forest
Fire Warden and debris burning. All causes are preventable, but
only with your help.
Please help our town and state forest fire officials with
forest fire prevention. Contact your Forest Fire Warden for more
information.
Enforcement of a state timber harvest regulation is the re-
sponsibility of State Forestry Officials. Our state has excel-
lent timber harvest regulations; however, your assistance is
needed
.
If you know of a logging operation and suspect a state tim-
ber harvest tax law may be violated, call your Forest Fire Warden
or Concord Forest Protection Headquarters at (603) 271-2217.
If you own forest land, you became responsible for the tim-
ber tax payment starting April 1, 1986. This is a change in the
Timber Tax Law that will impact all forest landowners. Contact
your Board of Selectmen for timber tax forms.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS - 198 7
Number Fires Statewide 403
Acres Burned Statewide 189
Cost of Suppression $44,682
District 15 Fires 28^ Acres
Town 1 Fire H Acres
Edward H. Hammond John Q. Ricard
Forest Fire Warden Forest Ranger
STATEMENT OF REVENUE SHARING FUNDS
Balance on hand March 1987 $24,171.71
Interest received 233.78
Funds received in 1987 646 .00
For Police Department $25,051.49






Advance Transit is a non-profit corporation overseen by a
Board of Directors composed of representatives from participating
towns, institutions, human service agencies, and riders. Origi-
nally a component of the Upper Valley Senior Citizens Council,
Advance Transit has been operated as a separate organization
since 1984. Low cost transportation service is provided to the
Upper Valley communities of Canaan, Enfield, Hanover, Lebanon
and Lyme in New Hampshire, as well as Hartford and Norwich in
Vermont
.
Advance Transit was formed and operates with the assistance
of funds from the federal Urban Mass Transportation Administra-
tion. Since it was formed. Advance Transit has received over
half of its funding from U.M.T.A. (By comparison, municipal reve-
nues cover approximately 7% of expenses.) Reductions in federal
funding in 1985 and 1986 forced Advance Transit to implement a
series of service reductions and fare increases, the last of
which were implemented October, 1986. Despite the cuts, 20,000
passenger trips were provided in Hartford during 1987, only 1500
fewer than in 1986.
As a result of increased emphasis on financial planning,
1987 marks the first year that Advance Transit has not ended the
year with a deficit. Significant progress was also made toward
the reduction of accumulated deficits from prior years.
In July of 1987 a new Executive Director was hired with sev-
eral years experience in the administration of public transit
systems. Overall staff turnover has been greatly reduced.
In December of 1987 three new buses were delivered with nine
more expected to arrive in early 1988. The new vehicles will
offer increased passenger comfort and operating efficiency.
To summarize 1987, many positive changes have occurred that
will contribute significantly to Advance Transit's long term
viability. I know the employees and Board of Directors share my
outlook that Advance Transit will continue to improve in 1988.
CANAAN FIRE DEPARTMENT
FOR THE YEAR DECEMBER 198 6 TO NOVEMBER 30, 19 87
The Canaan Fire Department was called out 90 times for the
year December 1, 1986 to December 1, 1987. 22 calls were false
alarms. Some for Canaan School, some for Low income housing, and





POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT — 1987
Ambulance Assists 16
House Checks 19
Open Buildings Found 33
Animal Complaints 110





Assist to Other Depts
.
99
Suspicious Person Complaints '42
Lost or Abandoned Property 3 6
Towed Vehicles 3
Wanted Persons/PD Info, 209







Disorderly Conduct Complaints 51
Criminal Mischief Complaints 30
Truants 7
Alarms Answered 22
Civil Matters Investigated 73
Threatening Phone Calls 13
Other Investigations 139
Permits Issued 68
Community Relations Events 16
Number of Officers Requested
for Outside Overtime
Details 71
MOTOR VEHICLE ACTIVITY - 1987
Personal Injury Accidents 11
Property Damage over $500. 51
Property Damage under $500. 41
Motor Vehicle Summonses 490
Traffic Warnings Issued 344
Suspicious Vehicle Complaints31
Traffic Hazard Complaints 42
Assist to Disabled Vehicles 88
VIN Checks 1
Defective Equipment Checks 227




Total Cruiser Mileage 60,309
Gallons of Gasoline Used 4,172
1987 has been a building year for the Canaan Police Depart-
ment. On December 1, 1987, the Canaan Fire Department vacated
the old fire station and moved into their beautiful new facility
on Parker Street. The Board of Selectmen immediately gave me the
go-ahead to start the construction necessary to renovate the old
fire station into a new police station, as voted on at Town Meet-
ing in March.
Progress on this project is far exceeding our expectations,
thanks to the superb efforts of all the police officers, who are
providing the majority of construction labor. This, along with
the support of several local contractors and members of our com-
munity who have donated their services in many ways, will provide
the Town of Canaan with a modern, spacious Police facility that
will serve the community for many years.
In May of this year, Paul Stoner joined the Police Depart-
ment as a part-time officer. Paul comes to us with an impressive
background. He is a retired Major, serving 26 years in the Spec-
ial Forces Division of the U.S. Army. He has already successfully
completed the part-time police officer training offered through
New Hampshire Police Standards and Training. This course re-
quired over 80 hours of training and was held at the Newport N.H.
Police Department.
Our commitment to the citizens of Canaan remain the same-to
provide you with a safe community to live in; to maintain a com-
plement of officers that are properly trained to respond to any
situation and handle it properly; and to continue to build a de-
partment that is responsive to our community's growing needs.
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REPORT OF THE MEETING HOUSE COMMITTEE - 1987
During the past year the replastering of the walls on the
balcony level and the north wall was completed. The wood wains-
coat on the balcony level (c. 1885) was removed exposing the
earlier wide board wainscoating
.
The principal "pulpit" window on the north was reinstalled
in its original high position.
A bronze placque was installed alongside the east door of
the tower showing that the building was listed on the National
Historic Site Register.
Four large painted canvas stage backdrops were removed from
the attic, found to be in remarkably good condition, and are now
stored on the balcony level. It is hoped that they can be dis-
played during the coming year.
The use of the building during the summer months was in-
creased. A number of meetings of various Town committees were
held in the building and the Fourth of July Celebration, Craft
Show and Currier and Ives Print Show added to the restoration
fund and the enjoyment of the building by the people of the Town.
The regular striking of the hour by the tower clock and the
lights on the tower every night add charm and significance to the
beauty of this wonderful bit of history.
Treasurer's Balance January 1, 1987 $10,326.11
Expenses 4,689.00
Income 9 , 333.94
Balance on Hand December 31, 1987 $14,971.05
Respectfully submitted,
V7ylie Mitchell, Chairman
Charles C. Bent, II, Secretary




Roger Remade, Sr . is our Building Inspector, and has done a
great job for the town of Canaan.
Building Improvements 56
Mobile Homes 2 8
New Houses 37
Garages & Polesheds 40
Total Building Permits 161
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REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
For The Year Ending December 31, 1987
Vehicle registrations - 3337 $164,521.00
Motor vehicle title applications 790.00
Municipal Agent fees collected 3,016.50
Dog licenses - A13 single & group lie. 1,996.00
Dog fines collected 20.00
Copies of records 162.00
Marriage licenses issued - 22 440.00
U.C.C. filing charges 1,011.50
Election filing fees 5.00
Recording fees 15.00
Checklist purchases 16.00
Returned check charges 30.00
Pole licenses recorded 75.00
Cemetery lots deeded 1,200.00
$173,298.00




CANAAN HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION — 1987
The past year has been a relatively quiet one for the Com-
mission. Property owners within the District have been most co-
operative and have shown considerable regard for the revised Reg-
ulations which were accepted in 1986.
Three applications for remodelling/building have been re-
ceived and approved during the year.
A surveyor has been employed to mark the District bounds at










OLD HOME DAYS REPORT
The 1987 "Old Home Days" weekend was held July 31, August 1
and 2 and was a big success. The theme was the "U.S. Constitution
and You". Our "Thanks" to everyone that participated and gave
their time and support to make the weekend an enjoyable and suc-
cessful Community Event.
Friday, July 31, the Policemen's Lobster and Chicken Barbe-
que opened the weekend Festivities, followed by the Firemen's
Auction at the new Fire Station.
Saturday, August 1, the Craft Fair and Food Concessions open-
ed on the Common and William Field at 9 am. The Parade at 9:30 am
was the best yet, and led by the Norwich-Hanover Band and the
American Legion Color Guard. The Grand Marshall was Charles
Clifford of West Canaan. The many colorful floats followed the
Theme "The U.S. Constitution and You".
Following the Parade, there was entertainment at William's
Field. A Concert by the Norwich-Hanover Band, Demos by the
"Foggy Mountain doggers" and the "Mt . Cardigan Squares". Horse-
shoe pitching at 10:30 am with prizes was held. From 10 am-4 pm
the "Flower and Plant Show" at the Legion Building, and also
10 am-4 pm, the "Indian River Gun Show" at the Indian River
Sports Building. The Soap Box Derby was at High Street at 1 pm.
The Historic District on Canaan Street was open from 1 pm -4 pm.
included was: The Old Meeting House, the North Church and the
Museum. The Rug Hookers had a "Rug Exhibit" at the Old meeting
House. At 8 pm-ll:45 pm, the Dance under the Tent at William's
Field was held with "Rocky Road Band" and enjoyed by a large
attendance. Drawings for Door Prizes were held at Intermission.
Sunday, August 2, Morning Services at all churches. At 1 pm
Volleyball games were held at William's Field, and at 4 pm the
Annual Service at the Old North Church was held with a large
attendance. A very nice way to close the weekend festivities.
Funds for the Old Home Days weekend were raised through don-
ations. Sale of T-shirts, ads and sponsors for the programs, sale
of pins, raffle of Hooked Rug and Baby Quilt (The Rug was won by
Cindy Neily, Canaan, NH and the Baby Quilt was won by Jennie
Joyce, Grafton, NH) , and town funding. We are also selling Libby
Glass Coffee Mugs with the Old Home Days Logo. We raised
$3,731.25 and expenses totaled $2,768.46 for the weekend.
The Committee holds meetings from February thru December on
the first Tuesday of each month at 7:30 pm to plan the Old Home
Day Celebration and Activities. The dates for 1988 will be
August 5, 6, and 7th. The theme will be "Country-Western".
We are always open to suggestions to make the Old Home Days
interesting to everyone in the Community. If you have any ideas,
please let us know.
Respectfully submitted,





MASCOMA HOME HEALTH SERVICES, INC.
For nineteen years, Mascoma Home Health Services has pro-
vided home and community health care. We have attempted to meet
the needs of the residents of the communities we provide care to,
but also to be circumspect in how resources were used to accom-
plish this goal.
The Maternal and Child Health Program grows each year as
young families move into the area. Enrollment in the well child
clinic which is held monthly was 181 this year, and a total of
314 clinic visits. The Dental Clinic held twice yearly made pre-
ventive dental care available to 120. The child health nurse
made 57 home visits to newborns, and 90 home visits for follow-
up care for other children. Three Parent Aides are now available
to assist young mothers as well as Mother's Support Groups which
include group activities for the children. Thirty-one families
and 55 children are or have been involved in the groups. A Ped-
iatric Nurse Practitioner is available for consultation councel-
ing and also works in the other programs.
Other health promotion activities include Blood Pressure
Clinics at which 1240 readings have been made this year. Re-
ferrals are made for medical help if needed. At the Flu Clinic
80 people received the vaccine another 45 in their homes or at
the office. In November of this year, monthly Foot Care Clinics
were started at the office in Canaan. Medical Equipment Loans,
and an Emergency Food Pantry is also offered. Supplies are don-
ated by groups and individuals, otherwise this service would not
be possible.
The visiting nurse, therapists, home health aides and home-
makers have made 5755 home visits to 177 individuals and have
traveled over 47,000 miles. It is this kind of care that has
delayed and often prevented the need for institutional care,
and allowed people to remain independent as we all like to be.
One of our most valuable resources are our volunteers. We
have twenty-two who do a variety of tasks in most of the programs
and some transportation of patients. This year they have con-
tributed over 850 hours.
Thank you for your continued support of the agency programs.
Working together to provide quality care for the community is





REPORT OF THE CANAAN CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Conservation Commission continues to work toward fulfil-
ling its duties as outlined by NH RSA 36A: to ensure the "Proper
utilization and protection of the natural resources and the
protection of watershed resources" of the town. An essential as-
pect of this task is the processing of Dredge & Fill Permit appli-
cations. (These are required of anyone proposing any construction
in a wetland or adjacent to open water. Applications are avail-
able from the Town Clerk.) Most of the applications have been
approved; one violation (failure to obtain a permit) was reported
to the State Wetlands Board,
New soils maps for the town are finally complete. We have
signed a contract with the Grafton County Conservation District
for seas of maps showing soil type, wetland soils and important
farmlands, to be delivered in early 1988. These should form an
excellent base for establishing an inventory of wetlands, as well
as other natural resources.
The Commission has grown this year, welcoming two new mem-
bers and one returning member who had resigned temporarily due
to other committments. An amraendment to the enabling statute,
passed this summer, allows for the appointment of alternates to
the Commission. We would be happy to hear from any resident in-
terested in lending his or her expertise to our endeavors.
Respectfully submitted.
Kate Brooks, Chairman
REPORT OF THE TREASURER
For The Year Ending December 31, 1987
Balance on Hand, January 1, 1987
Receipts from Selectmen
Receipts from Tax Collector







Total Receipts & Beginning Balance
Less Payments





















proud of our record of 16 years of continuous service to the
Upper Valley. Our thanks to everyone who supports the United
Way, who volunteers at Headrest or with other services, and who
joined the Friends of Headrest for 1987. With your help we can
continue to improve our services for the benefit of all.
We welcome your comments, suggestions, or questions about
our services so we can be responsive to the needs of the commun-
ity. Feel free to contact us at 448-4872, the business line; or




The Planning Board met regularly on the second and fourth
Thursdays of each month in 1987. During the year, a total of 23
subdivisions were approved, which brought in revenue of $888.99
to the town. Planning board expenses for the year totaled
$1,097.32.
Public hearings were held on the revised master plan, which
was adopted on June 4, 1987. The next tasks before the Planning
are to revise our current subdivision regulations so that they
will meet State requirements and to begin preparations for bring-
ing a proposal for zoning before the town.
At the end of the year, the Planning Board regretfully ac-
cepted the resignation of a long standing member, Wylie Mitchell.
The Board wishes to thank Mr. Mitchell for the many years of
dedicated service and leadership he has given to the town through
his activities on the Planning Board.
Respectfully submitted.
Donald E. Blunt, Chairman
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1987
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $ 229,150
Furniture and Equipment 36,000
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 119,700
Furniture and Equipment 55,655
Police Department, Equipment 39,500
Fire Department, Land and Building 109,300
Equipment 65,500
Highway Department, Land and Building 26,150
Equipment 2 33,919
Materials and Supplies 123,560
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 124,050
Water Supply Facilities 77,300
L/0 W/S River Road 1.43 acres 4,050
L/0 off Route 4 10.5 acres 400
L/0 E/S Fernwood Farms Road 28 acres 11,450
Grange Senior Center 112,750
Misc. Land 2,800




GRAFTON COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' REPORT
Budget for the current fiscal year is $8,947,343. Town
taxes to the County average 6.7% or $2.21 per $1,000, of the pro-
perty owner's tax bill. The major portion of county expenses
goes to the operation of the Nursing Home (39.69%) and to human
services programs for the elderly, disabled, nursing care and
children (26.86%)
.
REGISTRY OF DEEDS had gross income of $3,630,159 in 1987.
The total number of documents processed in 1987 was 29,983.
$3,184,982 was received in transfer tax, of which 9% or $3,057,584
went to the State of NH and 4% or $127,398 was retained as county
income. Other receipts include recording and copy fees in the
amount of $445,177. Total income to the County was $572,575
compared to a total of $3,057,584 paid to the State, although
the County is liable for 100% of all operating costs.
HUMAN SERVICES: Old Age & Disabled grant programs remain
fairly constant with the elderly program averaging 100 cases at
$4,800 per month and the disabled averaging 225 cases at $21,000
per month
.
Intermediate Nursing Care caseload increased with SB-1 where
the County became responsible for all INC cases and eliminated
town liability. INC cases now average 255 at $110,000 per month,
a rapidly increasing cost to the counties with savings to the
towns
.
Children and Youth Services also became a county liability
under Senate Bill 1, with counties reimbursing the State 25% for
all child service costs. It is impossible to give accurate fi-
gures for child expenses, as they are rapidly increasing monthly.
Current accounts reflect 130 to 150 cases costing from $64,000 to
$75,000 per month. (At the beginning of this fiscal year, we had
approximately 120 cases at about $50,000 per month.) The County
has 25% funding liability of child placement costs and we are
taking an active interest in the needs of children in Grafton
County.
Social Service agencies receive $247,217 or $4.03 per capita,
to provide much needed services for home health, mental health,
developmentally disabled, senior citizens transportation and nutri
tion and many other valuable programs.
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY is increasingly overpopulated, now aver-
aging 58 inmates per day and frequently housing 60+. The current
cost of operation is $28.63 per inmate day. We have contracted
with an architect to present design and cost for a 34 bed addition
Schematic designs and price estimates are expected by mid-January
to go out for bid by late January with bid results due in by the
end of February. Funding issues should go to the delegation and
public in March with anticipated ground breaking in April.
GRAFTON COUNTY NURSING HOME for intermediate nursing care is
licensed for 136 beds and is about 80% reimbursable. FY 87 cost
per patient day was $68.78 with $58.87 reimbursed by Medicaid.
GRAFTON COUNTY FARM continues to be self-supporting and pro-
vides work for inmates as well as offering access for experimental
agricultural projects. This is primarily a dairy farm with an
average herd of 170, but also grows produce for the nursing home.
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GRAFTON COUNTY COMMISSIONERS meet weekly on Wednesdays. We
encourage public attendance and welcome facility tours.
We were deeply saddened by the deaths of Commissioner Arthur






Betty Jo Taffe, Commissioner
REPORT OF CANAAN F.A.S.T. INC. 1987
The year 1987 was a busy year for the Fast Squad.





Ve have established a goal during 1987 to acquire a Cardiac
Monitor - Defibrillator and have been looking at the various
units available. This piece of equipment (while expensive
$9000.00) is considered to be the best possible hope for cardiac
patients.
Training at an advanced level will be provided for the
squad through Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center.
The important message for all of the communities we serve -
and most important for residents in Vest Canaan - is to call
523-4343. Not only will calling that number get service to you
faster it will help us to know what to prepare while en rotate.
We will be working on education for the residents of all
the communities to insure that an early call is placed. We hope
to impress everyone that it is much easier, safer and assures
each patient of more definitive care if the correct (523-4343)
call is placed - early.
As always we look for interested persons to Join in our
efforts an continue to solicit suggestions as to how we can
improve the service.
Please call us at (523-4343) for information or write to us
at CANAAN F.A.S.T. INC., P. O. BOX 67 Canaan NH 03741.
Respectfully Submitted:
Daniel B. Ware, President
CANAAN F. A. S. T. INC.
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UPPER VALLEY HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE COMMITTEE
The Upper Valley Household Hazardous Waste Committee, an or-
ganization representing several organizations has been providing
Household Hazardous Waste Collection services and taking the lead
in a substantial public education project in the Upper Valley for
the last four years.
Collections began with a grant from the state of Vermont.
With only a few months of planning time, the Committee organized
the event, which was held at the Hartford Fire Station on Novem-
ber 3, 1984. One hundred nine (109) households participated in
the Collection, and 24 drums of materials were collected from 9
AM to 1 PM.
Recent collections have been funded primarily by the Lebanon
Landfill and by the State of New Hampshire. Some private dona-
tions have also been received.
In 1985, the Collection was held at the former Pringle-
Lester Chevrolet Dealership lot on Route 120 in Lebanon, New
Hampshire on Green-Up Day, May 4th. One hundred thirty two (132)
households participated, and 25 drums were collected.
The "First weekend in May" tradition continued with the 1986
Collection being held at the same site on May 3rd. Compared with
the previous year, almost twice as many households, 250, partici-
pated, with 32 drums collected.
The fourth Household Hazardous Waste Collection was held on
May 2, 1987 at the Hanover Shuttle Bus Site on Route 120 in Hano-
ver. This collection far exceeded the Committee's expectations
of household participation and after 30 drums of materials were
filled, the Committee had to close down the collection, 1 and 1/2
hours early. The car count exceeded 300, excluding the approxi-
mately 75 cars that had to be turned away.
The Committee is once again preparing for the annual house-
hold hazardous waste collection, to be held on "Green-Up Day",
1988. Our organization has matured and is stronger than ever,
and we are prepared for substantially increased household partici-
pation this year. All area residents are invited to partake in
the annual collection. Let's keep our landfills and groundwater
free from contamination. See you in May!
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TOWN OF CANAAN EQUIPMENT
Fire Department
ENGINE 1: 1967 Ford F600 Farrar Pumper, 500GPM, 500 GAL
Booster Tank
1 - Hose reel w/electric rewind 4 -
1 - Forestry Radio 8 -
1 - Citizens Band Radio 1 -
1 - Hi Band Radio 3 -
1 - Portable Radio 4 -
1 - Battery Powered Megaphone 3 -
4 - Flashlights 1 -
8 - Wrenches 4 -
1 - Rubber Mallet 1 -
3 - 10' Sections of 4 1/2" 1 -
2 - Strainers for Hard Suction 4 -
1-2 1/2" non-gated Wye 1 -
1-2 1/2" non-gated Siamese 2 -
1 - Hose clamp 4 -
4-2 1/2" Double Connectors 1 -
4-2 1/2" to 1 1/2" Adapters 1 -
2 - 4" Double Female Connectors 2 -
1-4 1/2" to 2 1/2" Double Adapter 2 -
6 - Combination Nozzles 1 -
650' - 1 1/2" Hose 1 -
1000' - 2 1/2" Hose 2 -
2 - Fire Extinguishers 3 -
3 - Ladders 1 -
1 - 1500 Gallon Tank 1 -
1 - 16' Tow Chain 11 -
2 - Salvage Covers 8 -
1 - Pump Cover 1 -





























ENGINE 2: 1954 International Farrar Pumper, 450GMP, 500 Gallon
Booster Tank
1 - Hose reel w/manual rewind
1 - Hi Band Radio
4 - Flashlights (6V)
12 - Wrenches
1 - Rubber Mallet
3 - 10' Sections of 4 1/2"
2 - 10' Sections of 2 1/2"
1 - 350GPM Portable Pump
2 - Box Strainers
1 - Gas Powered Ice Auger
2-2 1/2" Gate Valves
3 - Reducers
2 - Gated Wyes





1 - 3500 Watt Generator
2 - Circle D Lights
4 - Heavy Duty Exten. Cords
2 - Breathing Apparatus
3 - Fire Extinguishers
2 - Pickhead Axes
1 - 10' Pike Pole
1 - Heavy Duty Bolt Cutters
1-3' Pry Bar
1 - 16' Tow Chain
1 — Salvage Cover
1000' - 2 1/2" Hose
300' - 1 1/2" Hose
3 - Ratan Brooms
3 - Hazel Hoes
16 - Tools
1 - Pair of Wheel Blocks
1 - External Radio Speaker
1 - Pump Cover
1 - Wool Blanket
3 - Bunker Coats
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TANKER 1: 1967 Ford F600, 1300GAL Tank, 8" Quick-dump Valve
2 - 250GPM Portable Pumps
2 - 10' Sections of 2 1/2"
2-2 1/2" Box Strainers
10 - Wrenches
3 - Plastic Nozzles
1 - Gated Wye
1 - Reducer
150' - 2 1/2" Hose
250' - 1 1/2" Hose
1 - Hi Band Radio
1 - Portable Radio
EQUIPMENT ISSUED TO FIREFIGHTERS:
33 - Lexan Helmets
33 - Bunker Coats
2 - Coats for Fire Police
EQUIPMENT IN STATION:
3250' - 2 1/2" Hose
1700' - 1 1/2" Hose
1 - Portable Power Saw
2 - Booster Reels
1 - 15' Section
1 - Forestry Radio
2 - 85000 BTU Heaters
2-5 GAL Fuel Cans
5 - Fire Extinguisher
7 - Back Pumps
DEPARTMENT VEHICLES:
3 - Flashlights
1 - Hose Strap
1 - First Aid Kit
1-5 Gallon Gas Can
2 - Screwdrivers
1 - Adjustable Wrench
1 - Pliers
1 - Sparkplug Wrench
1 - Package of Sm. Wrenches
1 - 201b. Fire Extinguisher
1 - External Radio Speaker
4 - Portable Radios
2 - Heavy Duty Flashlights
36 - Pagers w/Charger Units
6 - Ratan Brooms
7 - Forestry Axes
9 - Council Tools
8 - Hazel Hoes
1 - Kenny Rake
2 - Shovels
1 - Foam Eductor
1 - Hose Roller
6 - Spare Fire Coats
1 - Trickle Charc;er
Police Department
1 - 1984 Ford LTD Crown Victoria 4 door sedan Police Cruiser
1 - 1978 Honda XL340 Motor Cycle
1 - 1986 Ford LTD Crown Victoria 4 door sedan Police Cruiser
WEAPONS:
2 - Remington Model 870 Pump 12 Guage Shotguns
6 - Bereta Model 92F 9mm semi-auto Pistols
1 FIE Shortbarreled Shotgun <12 guage single shot)
1 - S&W Model 36 38 Caliber Chief Special Ariwelght
1 - Colt 45 Model 1911, 45 caliber serai-auto
CRUISER EQUIPMENT:
2 - Whelen Model 8000 Series Strobe Light Bars
2 - Whelen Electronic Siren Amplifiers
2 - Streamlite Rechargeable flashlights
1 - 51b Kiddie Fire Extinguisher
1 - 51b General Fire Extinguisher
1-2 l/21b Kiddie Fire Extinguisher
2 - 30 Caliber Ammo Boxes
2 - Kenson Tape Measurers
2 - Measure Master Wheels
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2 - S&W Dash Mount Shotgun Holders
2 - Cruiser Safety Shields
2 - First Aid Kits
2 - Front Seat Cruiser Organizers
4 - Saunders Clip Boards ( Aluminuin)
5 - GE Master PE Series Portable Radios & Chargers
1 - GE Master Cruiser Radio 4 Channel (installed in Office)
2 - Motorola SYNTOR Cruiser Radios
1 - GE Porta-Pack for PE Series Portable Radio
2 - King Portable Radio & Chargers
1 - King Battery Charger
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
1 - Page-Coin Telephone recorder
1 - Kustoni Signal KR-10 SP Radar Unit & Antenna
1 - Southern VP Dash Light (Blue)
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
1 - Steel Desk
5 - Legal Size File Cabinets
6 - File Card Files
2 - Telephones
1 - 60 Hole Storage Shelf
1 - Fingerprint Desk
2 - Royal Manual Typewriters
1 - IBM Electric Typewriter (Used)
2 - Office Desk Chairs
5 - Office Chairs
1 - Typewriter Table
1 - Set of N.H. RSAs Volume 1 - 6A/NH Reports Vol. 117 & up
1 - Photo Copier Stand
1 - Royal 1200MC Copier
1 - IBM Selectrlc III Typewriter
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
1 - Polaroid Model 660 Sun Camera
1 - Fingerprint Kit
1 - Superstriper Cross Walk Painter
1 - Fish Tank (Fuming Tank)
1 - Kiddie 61b Fire Extinguisher
1 - Pr , Bushnell Ensign Field Glasses
2 - Halon Fire Extinguishers
Highway Department
14 - Assorted Chisels S 44.00
1 -4 Piece Set of Line Up Punches 19. 00
12 -Assorted Hammers 182.00
1 -Splitting Maul 20.00
20 -Assorted Screw Drivers 30.00
3 -Clamps 37. 00
3 -Vise Grips 16. 00
6 -Assorted Pliers 105.49
2 -Cutting Dykes 13.00
1 -Battery Charger, tester, terminal puller, spreader 189.29
1 -Master Mech. Staple Gun 20.69
1 -100 Foot Stanley Tape Measure 15.00
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1 -Engine Coinpression Tester 35. 75
14 -Assorted Wrenches (Adjustable, Pipe, Allen, Air) 805.49
4 - Socket -(Spindle Nut, Wheel Bearing & Sets) 524.95
1 -1/2" to 3/4" Adapter, 3/4" to 1/2" Adapter 9.88
1 -1/2" Drive Impact Tool 15.00
1 -Skill Saw 45.99
2 -Grinders (Bench & Disc) 159.00
1 -3/8 Drive Black & Decker Drill 35.00
1 -Ele. Soldering Gun 45.99
1 -Gallon Model A-550 Motor Grader w/Wing & Plow 91130.00
1-1980 Clark 35C Front End Loader 30000.00
1 -1978 JCB Loader Backhoe Model 3D2 8000.00
1 -1971 International 1910-A Truck 5000.00
1 -1978 International 1700 4X4 Truck 20000.00
1 -1982 International 1800 Truck 27000.00
1 -1986 International 1954 Truck 31789.00
1 -1986 G.M.C. High Serra 3500 4X4 Dump Truck 17500.00
4 -Sets of Tire Chains for Trucks 480. 00
2 -Sets of Tire Chains for Grader 600.00
2 -V-Plows 10000. 00
1 -Bulldozer Blade for Grader
4 -One Way Snow Plows for Trucks 12000.00
3 -Foot Wings for Trucks 6000.00
1 -9' 8" Wing and 11' Power Angle Plow Package 12885.00
2 -Angle Plows 2395.00
5 -Sand Hoppers 217000.00
5 -Spare tires & Wheel for Grader and Trucks 600.00
1 -Steam Cleaner 2087.00
1 -Bush Chipper 11580.00
1 -Maxon Portable Radio 501.50
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
Road Broom, Rake, Culvert Steamer, Road Drag, Plow 54192.57
Frames, Sand & Gravel Screen, Black Beauty Sand,
22 Ton Press, Barrier Lights, Putty Knifes, Gasket
Scrapers, Rivet Gun, Cylinder Hone, Pulley Puller,
Torches, Extension Cords, Drill Sets, Ladders,
Chain Saws, Shovels, Canvas Tarps, Barrel Pumps etc.
MISCELLANEOUS
Wood Stove, Garden Hoses, First Aid Kit, Fire Extinguisher,
(}as Heaters, Fluorescent Light Bulbs, Microwave Oven,
Radios, Hot Water Heater, Electric Typewriter 11268.00
SUPPLIES FOR TRUCKS & GRADER
Gasoline Tank & Pump, Diesel Fuel, Antifreeze, Oil, Transmission
Fluid, Grease, Hydraulic Jacks, Welding Rods, Tire Repair &
Patches, etc. 15000.00
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REPORT OF CANAAN HISTORICAL MUSEUM
The Museum Coniinittee Is happy to report that after a number
of ditches in getting painters, the museum is painted, with new
shutters and shelfing in the first floor.
This will make us more accessible to visitors and we look
forward to a Grand Opening this spring.
Respectfully submitted,
MargD T. Pinkerton, Chairman







Town of Canaan, New Hampshire
We have compiled the financial statements of the Town of
Canaan, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1987
included in the accompanying form MS-5, in accordance with
standards established by the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants.
Our Compilation was limited to presenting in the form
prescribed by the New Hampshire Department of Revenue
Administration, Information that is the representation of Town
Officials. We have not audited or reviewed the financial
statements referred to above and, accordingly, do not express an
opinion or any other form of assurance on them.
The financial report, Form MS-5, is presented In accordance
with the requirements of the New Hampshire Department of Revenue
Administration which differ from generally accepted accounting
principles. Accordingly, these financial statements are not
designed for those who are not informed about such differences.
















































TOWN MEETING — MARCH 14, 1987
Grafton, s.s. Town of Canaan, New Hampshire
Town Meeting adjourned from 10 March J 987 14 March 1987
Moderator Milton Wilson reconvened the 1987 Canaan Town Meeting
at 1:08 P.M. at the Canaan Elementary School to take up Articles
2 through 19 of the Town Warrant.
A motion to waive the reading of the warrant articles was made by
Paul Rice and seconded by G. Allen Lary; the motion was passed by
a voice vote.
The moderator requested that there be no smoking in the school
building, that anyone making a motion to accept or to reject an
article give his name for the record, that all amendments be
given in writing to the moderator, that affirmative motions for an
article are preferrable, that only legally-registered Canaan
voters take part in the voting, further that only one amendment
will be on the floor at a time, that an individual must be recog-
nized by the chair before he speaks and then he should direct his
remarks through the chair, and, lastly, that no personal, verbal
attacks will be allowed.
ARTICLE 2: To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees,
or any other officers and to pass any vote relating
thereto
.
Amendment: To accept the reports of agents, audi-
tors, committees, or any other officers, noting the
lack of a report by Selectman Ware stating the
reasons why he chose to ignore the will of the citi-
zens of Canaan and therefore caused its welfare and
protection to be in jeopardy.
The amendment was made by Paul Rice and seconded by
Kathryn Carlson. The amendment was voted in the af-
firmative by hand vote.
Article 2 as amended was passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $300,000 dollars for the purpose
of defraying the cost of preliminary and final plans
and specifications or other preliminary expenses in-
cidental to or connected with a proposed municipal
sewerage system (the "Project"); said sum to be
raised through the issuance of bonds and/or notes
by the Town in compliance with the Municipal Finance
Act, RSA 33, as amended, the Selectmen being auth-
orized to invest the proceeds of such bonds or notes,
to appropriate the interest earned thereon for the
Project; to issue, negotiate and deliver such bonds
and notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon, the maturity and the other terms and pro-
visions thereof as may be in the best interests of
the Town; to contract for, accept and appropriate
any federal, state or other funds and/or grants for
the Project, the Selectmen being authorized to take
all steps necessary to cause the Town to comply with
the terms and conditions of such grants; and to take
any other action or pass any other vote relative
thereto.
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A motion to accept the article as read was made by
Edward Lary and seconded by Paul Rice.
Presentation of the Canaan Village sewerage project
was done by Stephen Geribo (project manager) and
Mark Thompson of S.E.A. Consultants of Cambridge,
Mass., and Paul Currier, supervisor of design re-
view of NH WS & PCC. Considerable discussion con-
cerned the need to collect and treat wastewater from
approximately one hundred dwellings in the village
where there is either now a failed septic system or
direct discharge of sewerage or a reasonably great
potential thereof in polluting ground water. A re-
port of the study for the collection and treatment
of the wastewater in the most cost-effective methods
could be available for the next town meeting.
At 2:15 the moderator declared that the polls were
open for voting by paper ballot on Article 3; the
voting would be allowed to continue for at least
one hour, a two-thirds approval would be needed for
passage, and the results would be tallied before
final action on Article 18.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $11,500 for the purpose of purchasing a
chipper for the highway department. (Budget Commit-
tee - Not Recommended)
A motion to reject the article as read was made by
Gilbert Downing and seconded by Roger Remade, Sr.
The motion to reject was defeated by voice vote;
Article 4 as read was passed.
ARTICLE 5: (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $3,861 for the purchase
of protective bunker pants for the Fire Department.
(Budget Committee - Recommends)
The motion to accept the article as read was made by
Thomas McDermott and seconded by Duane Mansur. Art-
icle 5 was voted in the affirmative by voice vote.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
and authorize the withdrawal of $24,172 and any ac-
crued interest for that use from Federal Revenue
Sharing Funds. (Budget Committee - Recommends)
Police Department $24,172 and accrued interest
The motion to accept the Article as read was made by
Edward Labrie and seconded by Edwin Miller. Article
6 was voted in the affirmative by voice vote.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to create a Capital
Reserve Fund for the purpose of re-evaluation of all
property in the Town of Canaan and to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $35,000. (Budget Committee -
Recommends)
A motion to accept Article 7 as read was made by
Edward Labrie and seconded by Edwin Miller. Article
7 was voted in the affirmative by voice vote.
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ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sura of $25,000 for land acquisition. (Budget
Cominittee - Recommends)
A motion to accept Article 8 as read was made by
Edward Labrie and seconded by Edwin Miller. The
land purchased would be for a stump dump site and
garbage transfer station.
Article 8 was passed by a hand vote.
ARTICLE 9: (By Petition) Shall we adopt the provision of RSA
72:37 for the exemption for the blind from property
tax? This statue be exempt each year from the pro-
perty tax on a residence to the value of $15,000.
A motion to accept Article 9 as read was made by
Edward Labrie and seconded by Edwin Miller.
Amendment: Shall we adopt the provision of RSA
72:37 for the exemption for the blind from property
tax? This statue provides that every inhabitant who
OS legally blind shall be exempt each year from the
property tax on a residence to the value of $15,000.
The amendment was made by Edward Labrie and seconded
by Edwin Miller. The amendment was defeated by
voice vote.
The motion as first read was rejected by voice vote.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to rescind action taken
at a previous town meeting not to elect the position
of Welfare Director beginning in the year 1988.
ARTICLE 11
A motion to accept Article 10 as read was made by
Paul Rice and seconded by Edwin Miller.
Article 10 was rejected by voice vote.
(By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to give
the Canaan F.A.S.T. Inc. exclusive use of the old
Canaan Fire Station (next to the Town Hall)
.
ARTICLE 12
A motion to accept Article 11 as read was made by
Edwin Miller and seconded by Glenn Tucker.
Amendment: To see if the Town will vote to give the
Canaan F.A.S.T. Inc., use of the old Canaan Fire
Station (next to the Town Hall)
.
The amendment was made by Roger Easton and seconded
by Lee Moses. The amendment was passed by hand
vote
.
A paper ballot was requested by the petition of six
legal voters of Canaan. Of 126 ballots case, 40
were YES and 86 were NO. Article 11 as amended
was defeated.
To see if the Town will vote to have the dump con-
tract, commencing in January of 1989, be a contract
to include door to door pickup. (Budget Committee -
Recommends)
A motion to accept Article 12 as read was made by
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Edward Lary and seconded by Kathryn Carlson.
Article 12 was rejected by voice vote.
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provision
of RSA 72:a-c which authorizes the Town to elect not
to assess, levy and collect a resident tax.
A motion to accept Article 13 as read was made by
Edward Labrie and seconded by Edwin Miller.
Amendment: To see if the Town wil] vote to adopt
the provision of RSA 72:l-c which authorizes the Town
to elect not to assess, levy and collect a resident
tax.
The amendment was made by Edward Labrie and seconded
by Glenn Tucker. The amendment was passed by voice
vote.
Article 13 as amended was rejected by voice vote.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
dispose of tax deeded property by public auction to
the best interest of the Town.
A motion to accept Article 14 as read was made by
Edward Labrie and seconded by Michael Burrows.
Amendment: To see if the Town will authorize the
Selectmen to dispose of tax deeded property by pub-
lic auction to the highest bidder.
The amendment was made by James Laffan and seconded
by Lee Moses; the amendment passed by voice vote.
Article 14 as amended was voted in the affirmative
by voice vote.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will authorize the prepayment of
resident and property taxes due the Town to the Tax
Collector as provided in R.S.A. 80:l-a and 80:52-a.
A motion to accept Article 15 as read was made by
Edwin Miller and seconded by Albert Morris. Arti-
cle 15 was passed in the affirmative by voice vote.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to borrow such sums of money in anticipation of
taxes as may be needed to meet the necessary running
expenses of the Town.
A motion to accept Article 16 as read was made by
Michael Burrows and seconded by Paul Rice. Article
16 was voted in the affirmative by voice vote,
ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to apply for, accept, and expend, without
further action by Town Meeting, money from the
State, Federal or other governmental units or a pri-
vate source which may become available during the en-
suing year, provided that such expenditure be made
for purposes for which a town may appropriate money
that such expenditures not require expenditure of
other town funds. Further, that the Selectmen hold
a public hearing prior to accepting and spending
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the money. R.S.A. 31:95-b.
A motion to accept Article 17 as read was made by
Michael Burrows and seconded by Paul Rice.
Article 17 was voted in the affirmative by voice
vote
.
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,244,755 to defray town charges during
the ensuing year as submitted by the Budget Commit-
tee and that this represents the total amount voted
including money raised in preceeding special Arti-
cles.
A motion to accept the Article as read was made.
Amendment: To see if the Town iwll vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,285,116 to defray
town charges during the ensuing year as submitted by
the Budget Committee and that this represents the
total amount voted including money raised in pre-
ceeding special Articles.
A motion to close the polls on Article 3 voting
was made by Paul Rice and seconded. At 5:05 P.M.
the Moderator declared that the polls were closed
for tallying on Article 3. A motion to recess the
meeting for the purpose of counting votes was made
by Edwin Miller and seconded by Janet Labrie.
The town meeting was reconvened at 5:12 P.M. by the
Moderator who declared that Article 3 was passed
by paper ballot: 154 votes case with 130 YES and
24 NO (103 YES votes were required for the 2/3
vote approval .
)
The Moderator suggested, that since the money total
in the Amendment was not correct, that the amend-
ment on the floor be rejected; no objection was made
to his suggestion and the amendment by voice vote
was rejected.
Amendment: To cut the budget by $15,000, the
$15,000 being taken from capital outlay line item
910.16 Fire Station renovation to Police Station.
The amendment was made by Edwin Miller and seconded
by Glenn Tucker. The amendment was rejected by
voice vote.
Amendment: To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,330,136, to include
$10,000 into capital reserve for the purchase of a
town-owned ambulance...
The amendment was made by Ruth Greenwood and second-
ed by William Arruda. The amendment was rejected
by voice vote.
Amendment: To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,320,136 to defray town
charges during the ensuing year as submitted by the
Budget Committee and that this represents the total
amount voted including money raised in preceeding
special articles.
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The amendment was made by Edward Labrie and seconde(
by Edwin Miller. The amendment was passed by voice
vote.
Article 18 as last amended was voted in the affirm-
ative by voice vote.
ARTICLE 19: To transact any other business that may be legally
brought before this town meeting.
Paul Rice publivly thanked the volunteers in the
building of the new fire station on Parker Street;
the Canaan voters seconded his comments with a rour
of applause.
Paul Rice made a motion that the 1987 Town Meeting
be adjourned; that was seconded.
At 5:35 P.M. the Moderator declared the meeting
over
.
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